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Adventure Class Ships, Volume 3 – Merchants

Star Merchant Liner            Trader Provincial Transport
*Magnadon* Provincial Merchant  *Iris* Armored Packet
*Seeker* Armored Merchant       *Triad* Merchant

Includes

Adventure Class Ships Volume III, Book 3 (new)-
Twelve 8-12 x 11 inch PDF Deck Plans
Iris Class
Armored Packet

Seeker Class
Armored Merchant

Trader Class
Provincial Transport
Magnadon Class
Provincial Merchant

Star Class
Merchant Liner

Triad Class
Merchant Vessel
Trader Class
Provincial Transport

TRADER PT-A621332-040000-30000-0 MD: 414.0 1000 tons
batteries bearing 2 2 Crew: 17
batteries 2 2 TL: 15
Passengers: 80, Low Berths: 50, Cargo: 332 Fast: 220, E.P.: 20,
Agility: 1, Lifeboats: 4.
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Seeker Class Armored Merchant

SEEKER AA - A441441 - 400020 - 400040 - MC 543.1 1000 tons
batteries: 2
Crew: 17.


BRIDGE DECK

CARGO DECK
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